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October 20, 2017

Los Angeles City Council 
c/o Office of the City Clerk 
City Hall, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

PLUM CommitteeAttention:

Dear Honorable Members:

HOGAN RESIDENCE; 8527 WEST BRIER DRIVE; CHC-2017-3228-HCM; ENV-2017-3229-CE

At its meeting of October 19, 2017, the Cultural Heritage Commission took the actions below to 
include the above-referenced property in the list of Historic-Cultural Monuments, subject to adoption 
by the City Council:

Determined that the proposed designation is categorically exempt from the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), pursuant to Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 and 
Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 of the State CEQA Guidelines;
Determined that the property conforms with the definition of a Monument pursuant to 
Section 22.171.7 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code; and 
Recommended that the City Council consider and designate the subject property a 
Historic-Cultural Monument; and
Adopted the attached staff report findings as the findings of the Commission.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Moved:
Seconded: Kennard 
Ayes:
Absent:

Milofsky

Barron, Kanner 
Buelna

Vote: 4 - 0
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The Cultural Heritage Commission would appreciate your inclusion of the subject property to the 
list of Historic-Cultural Monuments.

Etta Armstrong, Commission Executive Assistant I 
Culturameritage Commission

Time for Council to Act: The Commission action will be transmitted to the City Council for 
consideration. Pursuant to Section 22.171.10 (f) of the Los Angeles Administrative Code, the 
Council may approve or disapprove in whole or in part an application or initiation for a proposed 
designation of a Monument. The Council shall act in 90-days of the public hearing held before 
the Commission. The 90-day time limit may be extended by the Council for good cause for a 
maximum of 15 days. If the Council does not act on the application or initiation within this 105- 
days total time limit, the application or initiation to designate a Monument shall be deemed to have 
been denied. The Council may override a Commission recommendation of denial of Council 
initiated designation by a minimum of 10-votes.

Enclosures: Findings



HOGAN RESIDENCE

FINDINGS
(Adopted by the Cultural Heritage Commission on October 19, 2017)

• The Hogan Residence "embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural-type 
specimen, inherently valuable for study of a period, style or method of construction” as an 
excellent example of post and beam Mid-Century Modern style residential architecture.

CRITERIA

The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument as 
any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures or 
sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community is 
reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important events in 
the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing 
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style or 
method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose individual 
genius influenced his age.

SUMMARY

The 1964 Hogan Residence is a two-story single-family dwelling with an attached carport located on 
the north side of Brier Drive in the Laurel Canyon neighborhood of Los Angeles. The subject 
property is slightly set back from the property line and occupies the majority of a 3,724-foot 
rectangular parcel, which slopes steeply downward towards a small canyon on the north. It was 
designed by noted Los Angeles-area architect Douglas Rucker in the Mid-Century Modern/ Post and 
Beam style for Jack Hogan, a television actor whose career extended from the mid-1950s through 
the early 1990s.

Rectangular in plan, the subject property cantilevers over the hillside and is supported by a structural 
system of wood posts on concrete footings and tension cables. It features wood-frame construction 
with exterior walls of paneled redwood siding and a flat, built-up roof with wide, overhanging eaves 
and exposed wood beams. The primary (south) fagade is dominated by a two-car carport recessed 
beneath a cantilevered roof eave supported by three wood posts. A recessed entrance is 
approached by a pebbled concrete walkway and features a solid wood door flanked by narrow 
sidelights with obscure glass. Fenestration at this elevation consists of clerestory windows that wrap 
around to the east fagade. The rear (north) fagade features two wood decks that span the length of 
the building at each floor, fixed floor-to-ceiling windows, transom windows on the second floor, and 
sliding glass doors. Fenestration on the east fagade comprises two stacked wood windows with 
obscure glass, paired clerestory windows wrapping from the primary (south) fagade, a non-original 
sliding aluminum window, a narrow jalousie window on the second floor, and a non-original hopper 
window on the first floor. Fenestration on the west fagade is minimal and comprises a fixed window 
and transom with obscure glass in the carport, a narrow jalousie window on the second floor, and a 
sliding aluminum window on the first floor. The interior of the building consists of three bedrooms, 
two and one-half bathrooms, kitchen, dining room, and living room. Featured elements include built- 
in wood shelving and cabinetry, floor-to-ceiling paneled redwood siding, a pine ceiling with painted 
beams that extend to the exterior, brick fireplace, and wood transom panels that demarcate 
entrances.
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Douglas Rucker is a well-known Malibu architect and author who has designed more than 80 
residential and commercial projects and over 50 remodels/additions. Born and raised in Illinois, 
Rucker received his Bachelor of Science (B.S.) in Architecture from the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign in 1950; he then worked as a draftsman in Denver and San Diego before 
moving to Altadena and becoming a licensed architect. Rucker worked for various firms in the 
greater Los Angeles region, including architect Ray Jones of Glendale and architecture firm Gilman 
& Young of Brentwood. In 1957, Rucker opened his own Pacific Palisades firm as part of a 
partnership and in 1958, he opened his own, eponymous firm in Malibu. During the firm's tenure, 
Rucker primarily designed single-family, Post and Beam residences in Malibu; some projects were 
also located in Calabasas, Santa Monica, and Los Angeles. Though now retired from architecture, 
Rucker lives in the Santa Monica Mountains, has since authored ten books, and has a photography 
collection at several local galleries.

It appears that the subject property has experienced only minor structural and cosmetic alterations 
over time. In 1974, various portions of the subfloor, joists and girders were replaced in-kind. Both 
decks were also replaced in-kind and deck supports added in 2002. A new rectangular window was 
added on the side (west) elevation, at the first floor level, in 2016. Although not permitted, some 
windows appear to have been replaced, including original jalousie windows in the first floor 
bathrooms. Interior modifications include the replacement of original flooring (carpet) with tile, 
kitchen and bath remodels, and the replacement of original staircase treads.

DISCUSSION

The Hogan Residence successfully meets one of the Historic-Cultural Monument criteria.

The subject property "embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural-type specimen, 
inherently valuable for study of a period, style, or method of construction” as an excellent example of 
post and beam Mid-Century Modern style residential architecture. The post and beam design 
aesthetic is representative of the adaptation of early European and American modern architectural 
precedents to the climate, material palette, economy, and topography of Southern California. The 
style was introduced to the broader public between the 1940s and 1960s by the Case Study House 
program, an internationally recognized program of single-family residences created by Arts & 
Architecture magazine editor, John Entenza. The hallmark of post and beam design, as exhibited by 
the subject property, is the direct expression of structural framing, consisting of beams supported by 
posts, allowing for large expanses of glass, flexible and open floor plans, and the seamless 
integration of indoor and outdoor living space. The subject property also retains other characteristic 
features of the style that include geometric massing, dramatic cantilevers and overhangs, and a 
seamless relationship between indoor and outdoor spaces.

While the applicant argues that the subject property is also "a notable work of a master builder, 
designer or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age” as an important work of Los 
Angeles area architect Douglas Rucker, the information provided does not support this finding.

The subject property appears to be highly intact and retains a high level of integrity of location, 
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
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CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (“CEQA”) FINDINGS

State of California CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 "consists of actions taken by 
regulatory agencies, as authorized by state or local ordinance, to assure the maintenance, 
restoration, enhancement, or protection of the environment where the regulatory process involves 
procedures for protection of the environment.”

State of California CEQA Guidelines Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 "consists of projects limited 
to maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation, conservation or 
reconstruction of historical resources in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic buildings.”

The designation of the Hogan Residence as a Historic-Cultural Monument in accordance with 
Chapter 9, Article 1, of The City of Los Angeles Administrative Code ("LAAC”) will ensure that future 
construction activities involving the subject property are regulated in accordance with Section 
22.171.14 of the LAAC. The purpose of the designation is to prevent significant impacts to a 
Historic-Cultural Monument through the application of the standards set forth in the LAAC. Without 
the regulation imposed by way of the pending designation, the historic significance and integrity of 
the subject property could be lost through incompatible alterations and new construction and the 
demolition of an irreplaceable historic site/open space. The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Rehabilitation are expressly incorporated into the LAAC and provide standards concerning the 
historically appropriate construction activities which will ensure the continued preservation of the 
subject property.

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 8 in connection with the proposed designation is consistent 
with the goals of maintaining, restoring, enhancing, and protecting the environment through the 
imposition of regulations designed to prevent the degradation of Historic-Cultural Monuments.

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 31 in connection with the proposed designation is 
consistent with the goals relating to the preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction of 
historic buildings and sites in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
the Treatment of Historic Properties.

Categorical Exemption ENV-2017-3229-CE was prepared on October 2, 2017.

BACKGROUND

On September 7, 2017, the Cultural Heritage Commission voted to take the property under 
consideration. On September 28, a subcommittee of the Commission consisting of Commissioners 
Barron and Milofsky visited the property, accompanied by staff from the Office of Historic Resources.


